
TRANSPORTATION
Transporting Safely
The expansion of transportation networks for people, goods and services enhances the quick 
circulation of infectious agents whether transporting locally, nationally or internationally. The 
disinfection of transport systems leads to a significant decrease in contamination risks and 
can eliminate a particular virus spreading from one place to another.

Sanondaf offer a cost effective and convenient way to ensure harmful germs are not spread 
while in transport.

“People who have recently taken a train, bus or plane 
journey are more likely to find their next stop in the 
doctors office”.

Sanondaf can help to ensure that contamination is avoided 
during transit from all locations, domestic and abroad, 
safeguarding both passengers and operators. 

Sanondaf Can be used in:
Container Trucks

Warehouses 

Packaging Facilities

Refrigerated Vans

Outside Catering 
Vans

Cargo Holds

Tanks

Ambulances

Buses, Coaches & 
Taxis

Private Jets & 
Luxury Yachts

Private Transport

AIRCRAFT MARINE PRIVATE PUBLIC

Sanondaf Kills 99.99% of:

Swiss Biochemistry Dedicated to Disinfection Technology

Air Quality is often the 
missing link in 
and Aircraft safety

Train, Bus 

Food Safety
Whether produced domestically or abroad food travels 
hundreds or thousands of miles and passes through 
many hands before it ends up on the grocery store shelf. 
Studies have shown that 90% of all foodstuffs will be 
transported by truck at some point during the journey, if 
not the entire time. Every link in the chain of transporta-
tion has the potential to contaminate our food, by using 
Sanondaf all transport carriers can help eliminate 
contamination.

using SANONDAF SOLUTION
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